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Abstract: We demonstrated trapping single neutral Rb atoms in micro
traps of an optical ring lattice formed by superposing the ±l components
of the Laguerre-Gaussian mode, and generated by reflecting a single laser
beam from a computer controlled spatial light modulator. A single atom
in one trap or two atoms with one each in two traps were identified by
observing the fluorescence. The trap array loaded with single atoms was
rotated by dynamically displaying the hologram animation movie on the
modulator. The modulation period in the fluorescence indicates the rotation
of one or two single atoms in the lattice.
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1. Introduction

Optical dipole traps for neutral atoms rely on the electric dipole interaction between the atoms
and a far-detuned light. A mK range of trap depths is enough for precooled atomic ensembles
with temperature of μK range. In the traps the optical excitation can be kept extremely low.
Under appropriate conditions, the trapping mechanism is independent of the particular mag-
netic sub-level of the electronic ground state[1]and the atomic coherence times up to several
seconds are possible[2]. Meanwhile, by using light modulation techniques, microscopic optical
dipole traps[3] for single atoms have been experimentally demonstrated. Because of their good
scalability and long coherence time, these micro traps offer a promising way for manipulating
both internal and external degrees of freedom of atoms, thus make it possible for neutral atoms
to be one of the most promising candidates for storing and processing quantum information.

To store quantum information, dipole trap arrays have to be addressable to each individual
trap. These traps have been demonstrated based on holographic generation by use of a spa-
tial light modulator(SLM)[4], micro-fabricated arrays of diffractive or refractive lenses[5],or
active rearrangement of single atoms by optical lattice[6] [7]. On the other hands, to process
quantum information, i.e to carry out quantum computation, a gate operation between two ar-
bitrary qubits of the register is essential. Along this way, transportation of a neutral-atom qubit
has been demonstrated using ‘optical conveyor belts’[7] [8],state-dependent moving optical
lattices[9],and two dimensional moving tweezers[10] etc..

The above mentioned holographic optical traps implemented by a computer controlled SLM
uses a single collimated beam. The SLM transforms the single Gaussian beam into arbitrary
intensity patterns which are then focused by a high numerical aperture lens onto an array of
traps (i.e. optical lattice). The advantage of these systems is that the holograms corresponding
to various arrays of traps can be designed, calculated, and optimized on a computer. The lattice
can be controlled and reconfigured by writing these holograms on the SLM in real time.

Here, we employ a computer controlled SLM to construct ring lattice which was proposed
and demonstrated in [11]. Instead of superposing a pair of separated Laguerre-Gaussian (LG)
beams with l and −l indices, we obtain the ring lattice by imposing the phase of the superposed
Laguerre-Gaussian modes(±l) directly to the SLM and focusing a single laser beam onto the
SLM. We trap and address single rubidium(87Rb) atoms in the individual traps of the ring
lattice. Under rotation symmetry conditions of the holograms that generate the ring lattice, we
two-dimensionally transport single atoms by imposing a series of holograms onto SLM with
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video resolution and refresh rates.

2. The ring lattice and its hologram generation

As we know, Laguerre-Gaussian(LGl
p) beams possess orbital angular momentum along the

optical axis when l is not zero, where p and l are the radial and azimuthal indices of the
LG modes[12]. Among them, the p=0 modes LGl

p=0, called doughnut beam, have a spiral
phase structure, hence the phase is undefined on the optical axis where light intensity must
be zero[13]. The complex scalar function describing the distribution of the field amplitude of a
LGl

p=0 beam using a laser power P at wavelength λ can be expressed cylindrically as [11][12]:
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where I = Pw−2 is the laser intensity, zR = πw2
0/λ is the Rayleigh range,and w =

w0

√
1+(z/zR)2 is the beam waist. By interfering co-propagating two LG beams with opposite

azimuthal indices l we obtain a ring lattice intensity distribution,which comprises 2l petals[11]:
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Experimentally, we can realize the LG beams and the ring lattice by using a SLM. Instead of
interfering the two co-propagating LG beams produced by the SLM[11], in the following we
directly generate the ring lattice by imposing the holograms containing the superposition of the
LG beams’ phase onto the SLM. In this way, since the ring lattice is generated from a single
beam, it is insensitive to any vibration and is easier to align.

The SLM we used is a reflective liquid crystal phase modulator(Holoeye, HEO 1080P) with
a resolution of 1920*1080 pixels and pixel size of 8×8μm2. The SLM works like a computer
monitor at 60Hz video rate,i.e. it uses the DVI (Digital Visual Interface) monitor output of
a computer graphics card as its input driver, and it just displays a copy of the image at the
desktop, but it converts the graphic movie into a continuous phase pattern animation. At the
desktop one can open image application software window containing the hologram pattern,
which can be adjusted easily to the optical axis of incident laser under mouse-control like
ordinary window on a computer monitor. The 8-bit gray value holograms depicted at the SLM
are presented as 256(0-255) phase levels that control the phase change of the reflected laser. At
our wavelength (830nm) programmable phase shift in a range between 0 and 2 π are obtained.
The total diffraction efficiency into the first order is about 40%.

In order to generate the ring lattice hologram we implemented an algorithm that has details
in the reference[14] by using the MATLAB@ software. The function generating the output
hologram displayed on the SLM is

mod [(angle [LG(x,y, l,z,w0,zR)+LG(x,y,−l,z,w0,zR)]+ x · kx) ,2π] · 256
2π

, (1)

where LG(x,y, l,z,w0,zR) and LG(x,y,−l,z,w0,zR) are the LG beams with opposite azimuthal
indices l. The term angle [LG(x,y, l,z,w0,zR)+LG(x,y,−l,z,w0,zR)] is the ring lattice phase
pattern. The phase pattern has 2l symmetrical jumps of π for l > 1 and one phase jump of
π for l = 1. The corresponding mode consists of 2l petals(see Fig. 1). And x · kx is a blazed
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phase grating structure, acting as a tilted mirror to separate the 1st-order ring lattice from the
0th-order non-modulated light.

To observe and record the microscopic ring lattice, we image the light onto a CCD camera
after magnification by a factor of 50 by an aberration-free objective group. Figure 1 shows the
CCD images of the ring lattices of l = [1,2,3] and the corresponding holograms calculated by
Eq. (1).

Fig. 1. (color online) The ring lattices of l = [1,2,3] and their holograms. Observed optical
intensity distribution of the ring lattices(a) and the corresponding gray-level holograms
with 600×600 pixels(b).

3. Dynamically rotating the ring lattice

As described above, the laser has a phase pattern with 2l symmetrical jumps of π for l > 1 and
one phase jump of π for l = 1, the corresponding intensity pattern consists of 2l petals. If we
change the azimuthal positions of jumps of π , we can then change the azimuthal position of the
intensity maxima. To achieve this, we can add an offset ϕ to the azimuthal angle φ . To obtain
maximum rotation rate and preserve the periodicity of the rotation progress, we set the offset
step ϕ to 2π

N , with N satisfying mod(60,N) == 0, i.e.

mod[angle[LG(x,y, l,z,w0,zR) · exp(il(J−1)ϕ)+

LG(x,y,−l,z,w0,zR) · exp(−il(J−1)ϕ)]+ x · kx,2π] · 256
2π

.

The rotation rates of the whole ring lattice are equal to 60/N Hz. From geometrical symmetry ,
we can learn that values of N=1,2 correspond to adding 2π and π step to the original azimuthal
positions, which does not change the shape of the ring lattice. Thus the maximum rotation rate
we can obtain is 20Hz (N=3) in our scheme.

To generate rotating holograms, we calculated a series of different values of J(1 to 60), and
converted the output holograms to an AVI version’s video with maximum frames per second
(fps) of 60. The video lasts for 1 second. When playing the hologram movie on the desktop,
the rotating holograms were displayed on the SLM with video resolution and the same refresh
rates, thus the ring lattices rotated. Figure 2 shows the optical signals of the rotating l = ±1
ring lattice at different rotation rates detected by a photodetector(New Focus, Model 1621). The
signals were recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope(Tektronix,TDS2014B) and the sample
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interval is 1ms. The signals suggest that the ring lattices are rotating smoothly in real time. The
peak heights are not the same, meaning that the light intensities of the two traps are not equal.
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Fig. 2. The optical signals of rotating ring lattice (l = ±1, two traps) for different rotation
rates 60/N Hz with N=10 (a),6(b) and 4(c). The rotation lasts for 1 sec.

4. Trapping single atoms in the ring lattice and rotating the single atoms

With the ring lattice we now demonstrate the ability of trapping and rotating single atoms. For
this purpose we used a lattice with two traps which was generated by hologram of l = ±1.
A typical laser power of 10mW was assigned to each trap. This laser intensity corresponds to
an optical potential depth of 1mk for 87Rb atoms. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.
We started with a standard σ+-σ− 6-beam retro-reflected magnetic-optical trap (MOT) that is
loaded from a background rubidium vapor in an ultrahigh vacuum[15][16]. Each MOT beam
has an intensity of 14mW/cm2 and is 12MHz red-detuned from the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 cycling
transition at 780nm. A repumping beam tuned to the F = 1→ F ′ = 2 transition is superimposed
with the MOT beams. These beams are directed onto the center of the magnetic quadrupole
field which is produced by two magnetic coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration.The coils can
generate magnetic field gradients of up to 10G/cm at a current of 1.4 A. The typical temperature
of the cold atom cloud in the MOT is on the order of 100μk. Then we focused the ring lattice
to a waist of 2.5μm by using a microscopic objective lens with NA=0.38.The ring lattice is
loaded by simply overlapping it with the cold atom cloud in the MOT. By adjusting the MOT
parameters (reducing the intensity and increasing the detuning),we could decrease the density
of the cloud, and enter the regime where the loading rate of atom is less than 1s−1 for each trap.
The MOT light induced fluorescence (LIF) of atoms in the optical trap region was collected with
the same microscopic objective lens, and separated from trapping beam with a dichroic mirror.
Then the LIF was coupled into a single mode fiber (with diameter 10um) at 1550nm wavelength
for spatial filtering with magnification by a factor 1 and detected with an avalanche photodiode
(APD) assembled in a single photon counting mode(SPCM, EG&G AQRH-14-FC). Because
of the moderate diameter of the fiber for the size of double traps, we can selectively collect
the LIF from the double traps simultaneously or any one of trap individually by adjusting the
kinematical mounts of our image system. We used an interference filter (centered at 786 nm,
with 26 nm bandwidth) to block the stray light of the dipole trap laser.

Figure 4(a) shows a time sequence of the LIF signal observed in 20ms time bins. To get this
figure, we focused the imaging system onto an individual trap of the lattice. The sudden jumps
in the fluorescence signal correspond to a single atom entering the trap and being trapped, while
the sudden drops result from atom leaving the trap due to a collision with another incident
atom. The process of two atoms being ejected from the trap occurs because of light-assisted
collision by the MOT lasers at 780 nm. Pairs of atoms were hardly observed in a trap, which
indicates that the waist of the optical trapping beam is no more than a few microns, so that the
loss rate due to two-body collisions becomes huge and the condition of ”collisional blockade
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for trapping and rotating single atoms. Both optical ring lat-
tice (solid line) and optical imaging (dotted line) systems are shown (not to scale). The
incident linearly polarized light from a single mode laser diode at 830nm is delivered and
collimated by a single mode polarization maintaining fiber with an output NA=0.11 and an
aspherical lens(AL). A half-wave plate(HWP) rotates the light polarization axis to match
the polarization required by the SLM. The laser is then reflected by the SLM and expanded
by two doublets and focused onto the MOT region by a triplet. The triplet is also used as an
imaging system to collect the fluorescence at 780nm of the atoms. The fluorescence is sep-
arated from the dipole laser by a dichroic mirror(DM) and is passed through an interference
filter(IF) before entering the spatial filter of a single mode fiber at 1550nm.

mechanism ”[3] [17] is satisfied. We have also made the HBT (Hanbury Brown and Twiss
effect) measurement[18](see Fig. 4(b)), the result shows that the fluorescence does come from
a single atom [19]. In Fig. 4(c) we then focused the imaging system onto whole ring lattice, and
the progress of two atoms with one loaded in each trap was monitored. The secondary jumps
in the figure indicate that two atoms are indeed trapped simultaneously for some times in the
ring lattice. The loading progress of a single atom is completely stochastic and independent, so
the probability of detecting two single atoms being in the double traps is smaller than detecting
single atom in the individual trap[4].
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence of single atoms measured by SPCM. Each point corresponds to a 20
ms time bin. Shown in (a) is the fluorescence signal from atom in an individual trap. (b) is
the measurement of second-order correlation function g(2)(τ) of single atom fluorescence.
(c) is the fluorescence signal from the whole two traps in the ring lattice.
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To rotate single atoms in the ring lattice and monitor the rotating progress, we first realigned
the imaging system and limited our observation view field only to one trap as in Fig. 4(a).
Once the photon counting rate exceeded a threshold value thus indicating that an atom was
trapped, the MOT and repumping beam was switched off for 40ms to let the atoms trapped
in the MOT diffuse out of the ring lattice region. Then the MOT beams and the repumping
beam were turned on to detect the single atoms, the hologram video was played on the SLM
and the lattice with one atom in it was forced to rotate. The LIF was continuously recorded
during the rotating process. Because of the limited view field of the image system, when the
atom is rotated out of the field, the counting rate would decrease until the atom is moving back.
The fluorescence signal of the single rotating atom should display an oscillation with frequency
equal to the rotation rate of the holograms(15Hz), as shown in Fig. 5(a). Under this condition,
if the ring lattice with two atoms in the two traps (one each), the collection system would get
twice maximum counting rate in one period, so fluorescence signal should display an oscillation
with frequency (12Hz) twice the rotation rate (6Hz), as shown in Fig. 5(b). To ensure that the
single atom is really rotating with the lattice, we built another image system to detect the LIF
from north pole position of the ring where no trapped atom at the beginning (see the leftmost
picture of Fig. 1(a)). When the single atom rotates with ring lattice and passes by the north pole
point, this collection system should also see the oscillating LIF with some time delay. Shown
in Fig. 5(c) is the fluorescence signals recorded by aiming at the left trap (solid line) where the
atom is initially trapped, and at the upper north-pole (dashed line). Since the ring lattice was
clockwise rotating, the upper pole signal is about 1/4 period late than the left trap signal.
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Fig. 5. The modulated fluorescence signal of single atoms rotated in the ring lattice. (a) The
rotation rate is 15 Hz, viewed to a single atom in a trap; (b) The rotation rate is 6 Hz. In the
first second, two atoms are trapped which give fluorescence of 12Hz; in the second second,
an atom is lost, thus the remaining atom produces a signal of 6 Hz. (c) Single atom signals
recorded at the left trap (solid line) and the upper north-pole (dashed line). The rotation rate
of the lattice is 6Hz.

5. Conclusion

We have experimentally demonstrated trapping and rotating single atoms in a ring lattice gen-
erated by a computer controlled spatial light modulator. For the first time we rotated the single
atoms in the ring lattice by use of SLM with video refresh rate. This opens up possibilities for
constructing quantum register: qubits can be encoded in the hyperfine levels of ground state of
the single atoms in different traps. The initial state preparation and single-qubit operations can
be achieved with Raman pulses. As demonstrated in [20], dipole trap laser can serve as one
of the Raman pulse. We can send another Raman beam to the rotation region and to transfer
the atoms. This step will accomplish a single qubit manipulation. Furthermore we could simul-
taneously rotate the atomic qubits in the ring lattice, by coupling and modulating the Raman
beam into the same fiber as dipole traps. The ability of dynamically manipulating single atoms
in the trap-arrays by SLM also opens door for testing schemes for atom-atom entanglement
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recommended in reference [4]. Technically, limited by the slow video refresh rate, at present
the rotation rate of the ring lattice for single atom is only 15 Hz. To overcome this limitation,
a versatile optical ring lattice with a tunable rotation rate from a few mHz to 100’s MHz [11]
can be used. The ring lattice could be rotated smoothly and continuously in much faster speed
compared to our scheme. But for adiabatically transporting single atom qubit in the trap, the
acceleration a of the rotating trap must fulfill maσ � h̄Ω (where Ω is the oscillation frequency
of the atom, m its mass and σ the extension of the ground state wave function)[10][21]. For our
experimental parameters, kHz rotation rate for atoms could be obtained with this method.
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